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B. Executive Summary
Our Story
SBCAG and Caltrans District 5 are collaborating to complete the remaining improvements needed to relieve congestion and improve mobility in the high 
priority corridor known as the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor. The corridor improvements extend approximately 16 miles from Ventura 
County to the City of Santa Barbara with benefits from Ventura County and west to the City of Goleta. The U.S. 101 freeway in this corridor experiences 
high levels of congestion on a daily basis, which restricts mobility, impacts the quality of life for those that live and work in the region, slows goods 
movement, and hinders the economic vitality of the region, state, and nation. The application follows this Executive Summary.

The Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor is a suite of improvements that includes:
• Completion of a High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane (carpool) system

• Implementation of peak hour rail service from Ventura County

• Enhanced interregional bus transit service

• Completion of gaps on the California Coastal Trail

• Transportation Demand Management and Intelligent Transportation Systems

• Construct long-life 40-year pavement on all U.S. 101 lanes

About U.S. 101
U.S. 101 is the primary route for daily commuters who travel from Ventura County to Santa Barbara and Goleta, experiencing up to 4.5 hours of 
congestion per day. The route is also the primary highway for interregional traffic throughout California’s Central Coast region and is the only freeway 
facility aside from Interstate 5 (I-5) to connect Northern and Southern California. When I-5 is closed to inclement weather near Tejon Pass, traffic is 
rerouted to U.S. 101 in the Santa Barbara region. U.S. 101 is also the primary goods movement route in Santa Barbara County. The truck volumes in this 
segment, approximately 15 million tons per year, impose a significant physical demand on the highway infrastructure. In 2012, trucks comprised 9.6% 
of total volumes, an average of 7,900 trucks per day. U.S. 101 is thus critical not only to the everyday lives of local residents, but also to the state and 
national economy.

The U.S. 101 corridor has been a concern for the State and the region for many years because of the increasing congestion and traffic volumes.  
In 2002, as part of the Congestion Management Plan development, U.S. 101 on the South Coast was determined to be operating deficiently. To address 
this deficiency, SBCAG completed 101 in Motion in July 2006 – a comprehensive corridor plan and long-term visioning document that identified and 
outlined an action plan for a multimodal solution to improve mobility on the U.S. 101 corridor. 101 in Motion included community outreach to the general 
public and targeted outreach to specific groups comprised of representatives from the business community, employers, transit advocates, bicycle 
coalition, community organizations, and neighborhood associations. The primary elements of the multimodal strategy were adding an HOV lane on 
U.S. 101 and developing companion rail service from Ventura County to enhance the U.S. 101 corridor throughput. This preferred multimodal program 
– named the “Lane and a Train” – also included enhanced bus transit, vanpool and carpool enhancements, demand management strategies, and
operational improvements.

Investments in the Corridor
Over the years SBCAG has partnered with Caltrans to implement the HOV lane components of the “Lane and a Train”. Furthermore, SBCAG has 
continued to provide and sponsor demand management strategies and carpool/vanpool efforts through its Traffic Solutions division and has partnered 
with Caltrans and local agencies on corridor operational improvements as well as with the Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC) to operate 
regional transit service in the corridor. SBCAG is also working with the state and LOSSAN (Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis Obispo Rail Corridor 
Agency) to implement peak hour Pacific Surfliner rail service with scheduled implementation in Spring 2018. 
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Specifically, SBCAG and Caltrans have invested over $300 million to implement the 101 in Motion corridor plan strategy, with some of those 
improvements outlined below:

• Six miles of HOV lanes from Mussel Shoals (Ventura County) to city of Carpinteria through a partnership of
Caltrans Districts 5 and 7, VCTC, and SBCAG. Total cost $100 million funded through Proposition 1B and ITIP funds.

• Operational improvements, widening and coastal access improvements totaling $175 million and funded with local
sales tax and regional gas tax funds.

• Interregional transit partnership with VCTC to fund Coastal Express service between Ventura County and Santa Barbara County.
Since 2001, over $6 million in Measure A and Measure D funds have been invested in the corridor to leverage a similar amount
of state and federal transit funding available through VCTC.

• Santa Barbara Metropolitan Transit District operates daily and frequent local transit service in the corridor from Carpinteria to Goleta.
SBMTD has invested federal, state and local funds to deliver critical local service. Since 2010, over $18 million in Measure A has
been invested for local transit operations in the corridor.

• Four mile long Class I bikeway from Rincon State Park to Mussel Shoals part of the California Coastal Trail. Numerous other local
and regional active transportation improvements implemented by local agencies and funded by Measure A.

• Rail improvements at La Conchita and Sycamore Creek and future improvements proposed at Cabrillo Blvd in Santa Barbara
and siding improvements at Seacliff to improve operations and allow for possible future double tracking.

In 2008, the voters of Santa Barbara County passed the Measure A Road Repair, Congestion Relief, and Transportation Safety Program with over 79% 
support. Measure A is a half-cent transportation sales tax that will provide more than $1 billion of estimated local sales tax revenues for transportation 
projects in Santa Barbara County over 30 years. Measure A includes a commitment of $140 million in funding for Highway 101 HOV improvements along 
with $25 million each for peak hour passenger rail and interregional transit in the corridor. SBCAG and Caltrans have transitioned the branding of the 
“Lane and a Train” strategy into the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor. The Corridor includes adding an HOV lane and implementing peak hour 
rail service for commuters, enhanced interregional and local public transit on the U.S. 101 corridor, active transportation alternatives to complete and 
improve safety of pedestrian and bike networks, improvements to local streets, particularly adjacent arterials to U.S. 101, and for providing increased 
opportunities for carpool and vanpool programs.

Priority for the Region, State, and Nation
The Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor is not just a priority for the region, but also for the State. Multiple regional and state plans and 
strategies recognize the importance of improving the corridor. The California Transportation Commission (CTC)’s Mobility Investment Opportunities 
Report from July 2017 highlights the importance of the corridor as one of California’s top priorities. The corridor is also listed as a high priority in the 
following documents:

• California Freight Mobility Plan (2014) lists the project as one of the priority projects for increasing the economic
competitiveness of the region
and providing congestion relief.

• U.S. 101 Central Coast California Freight Strategy (2016) lists the project as the top priority for the County
because of dramatically improves the travel time reliability, which has a significant impact on economic development.

• Caltrans Interregional Transportation Strategic Plan (2015) shows the project as short-term, high priority project
to improve accessibility and reliability.

• The SBCAG Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy – Fast Forward 2040
(2017) – the corridor improvements are identified as a high priority in the RTP SCS.
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SBCAG, Caltrans, and the CTC have already made significant investments in the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor through the implementation 
of HOV lanes and operational improvements on U.S. 101 in the corridor. Phases 1 and 2 are complete and Phase 3 is currently in construction (see 
Figure 1). Phase 4, which extends ten miles from Carpinteria to Santa Barbara, is the only remaining component of the HOV lane in that remains to be 
completed. Environmental is approved and design is well underway for Phase 4. SBCAG and Caltrans have targeted the first segment of Phase 4 to 
begin construction in 2019.

To complete Phase 4 of the HOV 
lanes as well as other components 
that are part of the Santa Barbara 
U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor, SBCAG 
and Caltrans have partnered to apply 
for SB1 funding to deliver these 
improvements. The region has shown 
its dedication to improving mobility in 
the corridor by investing in the HOV 
lane Phases 1 to 3 and which included 
the investment of local funds to provide 
a funding match. The project is highly 
competitive for funding because of its 
congestion relief benefits, improvements 
to all modes of travel, and its ability to 
be delivered quickly.

SBCAG and Caltrans have prepared a delivery plan of the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor that will seek funding in both Cycle 1 and Cycle 
2 of SB1 to complete the ten miles of HOV lanes. As part of Cycle 1, SBCAG and Caltrans are seeking funding for 3 of the 5 segments (Segments 4A 
to 4C) of the HOV lane (7.5 of 10 miles). This funding request also includes a number of related coastal access, active transportation and intersection 
mitigation improvements along the corridor. SBCAG is also nominating the U.S. 101 HOV project for the Trade Corridor Enhancement Program for the 
Central Coast Regional Target for construction and construction support in FY 19/20.

The following is the proposed funding plan for completion of the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor. The funding plan identifies available State 
and local/regional funding and additional funding opportunities under SB1 competitive programs; Local Partnership Program, Solutions for Congested 
Corridors Program and Trade Corridor Enhancement Program. 

*Note: The HOV Project is being coordinated with a State Highway Operation and Protection Program (SHOPP) funded rehabilitation strategy. As currently
planned, the HOV and SHOPP funded components will be constructed together, resulting in cost savings for both projects, reduced construction 
impacts, and an updated facility with long-life (40-year) pavement on all lanes of U.S. 101. The total SHOPP investment for 4A through 4C  (not 
included in Table 1  above) is $182.4 million.

U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor Funding Plan – Committed Funds

State Funding Investments* 

State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) - Interregional $7 Million

Local/Regional Funding Investments

SBCAG Measure A Sales Tax – HOV improvements $140 Million 

SBCAG Measure A Sales Tax – Other Multimodal improvements $145 Million

STIP – SBCAG Regional Share $51 Million

SBCAG Local Partnership Program Formula Funding $1.3 Million annually

Table 1

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY

VENTURA
COUNTY

A

B
CDEUS

US

Commuter Rail
Start ing Spring 2018

Interregional Transit
In Service Since 2000

Complete gaps on 
CA Coastal Trail

Multimodal Improvements include:

Figure 1 - Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor Location Map 
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Match/Leveraging
SBCAG and Caltrans will be utilizing STIP-RIP (Construction Support) and Measure A sales tax funding (Construction Capital) to achieve a 30% match for 
our Cycle 1 request.

SB1 Funding Needs
Cycle 1
Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor: U.S. 101 HOV Phase 4: Segments 4A, B and C. Based on the programming years for Cycle 1 of 
the three competitive programs, SBCAG and Caltrans will be submitting an application for each SB1 competitive program for the Santa Barbara U.S. 
101 Multimodal Corridor. The U.S. 101 HOV for 4A to 4C includes about fifteen lane miles of new HOV lanes, a new interchange, reconstruction or 
replacement of eight creek crossing structures, reconstruction of two undercrossings, safety and operational improvements, and new coastal access 
enhancements including regional gap closures of the California Coastal trail (Santa Claus Lane Class I Bikeway). This application will include: U.S. 101 
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Segments 4A, 4B and 4C, coastal bicycle and pedestrian access. Segment 4A of the U.S. 101 HOV lanes will ready for 
allocation in FY 19/20 and coastal improvements ready for allocation in FY 20/21.

Note: * Future SBCAG LPP Formula shares will be dedicated to the corridor (includes funding for PAED). 
**Project is the sole project being nominated by the Central Coast Coalition for the Central Coast TCEP Funding Target of $16 million.

SB1 Cycle 2 – Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor
For Cycle 2 of SB1 competitive programs, SBCAG and Caltrans will be submitting for the U.S. 101 High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Segments 4D and 4E 
and additional coastal bicycle and pedestrian access improvements. Total SB1 Cycle 2 Request: Estimated at $107 million.

This Executive Summary explains the background for the entire U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor program. The application presented here is for the 
Solutions for Congested Corridors Program funds.

SBCAG Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program Application
SBCAG has also submitted a Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program application requesting $9.6 million to support planned peak hour Pacific 
Surfliner rail service with expanded Coastal Express bus service to enhance the attractiveness of the planned retimed Surfliner service to commuters 
in the corridor.

Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor Cycle 1 Funding Plan

Source 
(Dollars in Millions)

FY 17/18 FY 18/19 FY 19/20 FY 20/21 Total

LPP Formula* $1.30 $1.30 To be determined To be determined $2.60

Congested Corridors $23.92 $143.96 $167.88

TCEP** $16.00 $16.00

TOTAL $1.30 $1.30  $39.92 $143.96 $186.48

Total SB1 Cycle 1 Request: $186.48 million.
Table 2
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The additional multimodal improvements identified in the Corridor such as peak hour passenger rail service, interregional bus transit (VISTA Coastal 
Express), operational management and demand management are being delivered by non-SB1 funding programs by Caltrans and SBCAG and through 
partnerships with other agencies, including VCTC, LOSSAN, Santa Barbara Metropolitan Transit District (local bus operator for Santa Barbara’s South 
Coast), among others.

SBCAG has also created a video to provide more information on the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor. The video can be accessed here: 
www.sbcag.org/SB1.html 

Project Title Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor

Amount of funds requested SB 1 Total Request - $186.48 million, which includes Solutions for Congested Corridors request of $167.88 million. 

Amount and source of matching funds SBCAG’s total SB 1 Cycle 1 match is $115.55 million from RTIP, ITIP, and Measure A.

Project Benefits

The corridor improvements will: (1) provide congestion relief by extending HOV lane continuity between Santa Barbara 

and Ventura Counties, which improves goods movement (2) increase capacity for current and future travel demand; 

(3) reduce congestion and delay; (4) improve travel time and reliability; (5) provide bicycle connectivity; (6) encourage 

modal shift to transit, carpooling, and other ridesharing options; and (7) improve safety and long-term sustainability 

through rehabilitation improvements with long-term concrete paving and mainline and ramp geometric improvements.

Evaluation Criteria

Were reversible lanes considered?

Yes, the preliminary planning document, “101 in Motion,” considered the reversible lane scenario and it was determined to 

not be feasible due to the projected volumes in the corridor and the balance of peak flows (NB and SB) during the future year 

peak periods.

4  Project Readiness Construction is ready to begin in 2019.

4  Leveraging Funds 

SBCAG’s total SB 1 Cycle 1 match is $115.55 million from RTIP, ITIP, and Measure A.

For the broader corridor, the local, regional, and state funds that have been previously been committed to the project 

are over $300 million through Proposition 1B, STIP, RSTIP, and ITIP funds. The project sponsors are using a minimum 

30% match utilizing Measure A and regional STIP funds for the overall SB 1 Cycle 1 request.

4  Commitment of Partners 
SBCAG and Caltrans have partnered on the planning, design, funding, and implementation of this project. Additional 

stakeholder partners have provided letters of support.

Table 3

C. Project Summary

D. Project Application

1. Project Title (Brief non-technical description of project type, scope, and location with map):
Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor
The Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor (Corridor) is a highly congested 16-mile long four-lane portion of U.S. 101 -- bounded by six-lane 
sections to the north and south -- that runs between the Pacific Ocean and the Santa Ynez Mountains, and connects the Counties of Ventura and Santa 
Barbara. No viable alternate north/south routes exist for interregional travel and coastal goods movement. Included in the corridor are the communities of 
Carpinteria, Summerland, Montecito, and Santa Barbara. Proposed Corridor improvements include the following:

• Completion of a High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane (carpool) system

• Implementation of peak hour passenger rail service from
Ventura County

• Enhanced interregional bus transit service from Ventura County

• Completion of gaps on the California Coastal Trail (CCT)

• Transportation Demand Management (TDM) and Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS)

• Construction of long-life 40-year pavement on all U.S. 101 lanes
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A total of $167.88 million in Cycle 1 Congested Corridors funding ($91.765 million in State shares and $76.115 million in local shares) is being 
requested to construct the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor improvements, specifically Segments 4A-4C of the HOV Project and a number of 
coastal access and traffic mitigation improvements. This would result in construction of:

• 7.5 miles (in each direction) of HOV lanes, from Bailard Avenue (Post Mile (PM) 1.4) in the city of Carpinteria to 0.6 miles north
of the Sheffield undercrossing (PM 9.6) in the community of Montecito;

• Intersection improvements in the city of Carpinteria to mitigate for the HOV project, and;

• California Coastal Trail improvements and other active transportation improvements at various locations between Carpinteria and Summerland.

The Corridor improvements listed above are being developed and will be implemented as separate projects as a partnership between Caltrans and 
SBCAG. This request supports completion of the HOV lane system, also known as the South Coast HOV Lanes Project (HOV Project), which is being 
implemented in five segments (Segments 4A-4E). Traffic mitigation improvements at the intersection of Santa Monica and Via Real and the northbound 
U.S. 101 ramps in the city of Carpinteria are necessitated by the new HOV lanes. Corridor wide bicycle and pedestrian improvements to close gaps in the 
California Coastal Trail as well as other active transportation improvements are also being coordinated and constructed in parallel with each segment of 
the HOV Project.

Other congestion relief efforts being implemented in 
this corridor (not associated with this Cycle 1 Solutions 
for Congested Corridors’ request) include express bus 
services, rideshare matching/transportation demand 
management (TDM) services, peak hour passenger rail 
improvements, enhanced local transit services, and 
bicycle and pedestrian/coastal trail connections. These 
efforts are being implemented through partnerships with 
multiple agencies, including Ventura County Transportation 
Commission (VCTC), Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis 
Obispo (LOSSAN) Rail Corridor Agency, and Santa Barbara 
Metropolitan Transit District (local bus operator for Santa 
Barbara’s South Coast), among others. 

2. Description (of the Multimodal
Corridor Plans):
Two key corridor wide multimodal plans, the 101 in Motion plan and the Corridor System Management Plan, U.S. 101 – Santa Barbara/Ventura 
Corridor plan, address safety, congestion, accessibility, reliability, and other critical corridor mobility topics. These documents wholly support the 
specific improvements of the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor, including elements that reduce congestion, employ advanced and innovative 
technologies, and include bicycle and pedestrian facilities. 

101 in Motion (2006) – SBCAG, in partnership with Caltrans District 5, initiated the 101 in Motion multimodal corridor study to address recurring 
existing congestion and projected future congestion along the corridor from Ventura County to southern Santa Barbara County. The study presents a 
package of solutions that both address congestion and improve mobility in the form of the “Lane and the Train” plan. The “Lane and the Train” plan is the 
most viable and sustainable approach for reducing delay and managing demand along the corridor. Key project elements in the plan include continuous 
HOV lanes, interchange and ramp improvements, commuter rail, and improved transit service. 

A copy of the 101 In Motion final report can be found at this link: http://www.sbcag.org/uploads/2/4/5/4/24540302/101_in_motion_final_report.pdf

Figure 2 - Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor Location Map 
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Corridor System Management Plan (2012) – The U.S. 101 Corridor System Management Plan (CSMP), developed by Caltrans Districts 5 and 7, 
was completed in conjunction with effort to add six miles of HOV lanes and Class I bikeway from Mussel Shoals in Ventura County to Carpinteria, Phase 
2 of the HOV Project. The study area for the CSMP extended from Ventura to Goleta and its objectives were to improve safety on the transportation 
system, reduce travel time or delay for all modes, reduce traffic congestion (both recurrent and non-recurrent), improve connectivity between modes and 
facilities, improve travel-time reliability, and expand mobility options along the corridor in a cost-effective manner.

A copy of the final 2012 CSMP can be found at this link: http://dot.ca.gov/dist05/planning/csmp_sb_ven_101.htm

Additional information on the above plans as well as other related corridor planning efforts are discussed under question 20.

3. Project priority:
Caltrans: Priority 2 of 13;  SBCAG: Priority 1 of 1.  

4. Project background and a purpose and need statement:
Background
U.S. 101 in this corridor is the primary transportation route for regional travel, commuters from Ventura County, interregional traffic, and freight 
movement throughout the Santa Barbara south coast area and connecting to the rest of Southern California. U.S. 101 also directly connects the 
communities of Goleta, Santa Barbara, Montecito, Summerland, and Carpinteria within Santa Barbara County. U.S. 101 is also part of the National 
Highway System (NHS), connecting northern and southern California, which directly supports the state and regional economy. 

Need
This is District 5’s most congested corridor and one of the most congested four-lane freeway segments in California. Level of Service (LOS) “F” 
conditions in this segment currently occur for two to three hours in the morning and two to three hours in the afternoon. Annual Average Daily Traffic 
(AADT) volumes in the project limits currently range from 70,000 to 94,000 and are projected to range from 97,000 to 140,000 by 2040. The expected 
rise in traffic volumes, congestion, and delay results from several factors, including increased long-distance commuting from Ventura County, countywide 
population growth (which is forecast to rise 5 percent by 2020 and 23 percent by 2040), and interregional traffic growth, including goods movement. 

Without this project, congested stop-and-go conditions are expected to occur 11 hours per day in this corridor by 2040 (see Table 4). Recurrent traffic 
congestion has a host of impacts for neighboring communities including pollution, lost time/productivity, and spill-over of through traffic onto the 
adjoining local street system. 

U.S. 101 within the corridor is discontinuous as its width varies between four and six lanes, and has auxiliary lanes in some segments. To the south, 
there are three lanes in each direction from the City of Ventura in Ventura County to the Carpinteria Creek Bridge (PM 2.0). North of the project limits, 
U.S. 101 has three lanes in each direction from Cabrillo Boulevard (PM 11.5) to Fairview Avenue (PM 22.5). This lack of continuity as a uniform three-
lane facility creates daily bottlenecks that result in deficient traffic conditions described above. 

Forecast Travel Conditions on U.S. 101 (No-Build Alternative)

Category 2008 2020 2040

Duration of Congested Conditions* 4.5 hours 7.5 hours 11 hours

Delay — Vehicle Hours (per day)** 2,280 6,000 18,400

Delay — Person Hours (per day)** 3,050 8,400 25,700

Table 4 - Forecast Travel Conditions on U.S. 101 (No-Build Alternative)

Notes: 
*At one or more locations associated with conditions within the project limits
**For trips traveling between the Venture County line and Northern Goleta (post miles 0.0 to 27.5) Person delay is based on observed average 
vehicle occupancy of 1.27 people northbound in the morning and 1.29 southbound in the afternoon multiplied by the number of vehicle hours of 
delay.
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Santa Barbara was ranked as the 22nd most congested city in the United States, and the 4th most congested city in California, by the 2016 INRIX Traffic 
Scorecard (http://inrix.com/resources/inrix-2016-traffic-scorecard-us/). Based on this assessment, drivers in the City of Santa Barbara spent an average 
of 36 hours sitting in congestion (costing drivers $1,714 each) in 2016, resulting in a citywide cost of $101 million. A subsequent September 2017 
US Traffic Hotspots study by INRIX identified congestion on U.S. 101 in this corridor as the 25th highest in the nation and the 5th greatest hotspot in 
California with an estimated annual congestion cost of $145 million by 2026. 

Ongoing congestion on U.S. 101 creates a spillover effect on the adjacent local street system as some drivers try to avoid the congestion by using the 
local street system for through trips. This in turn affects local street travel conditions for local transit, bicycle, pedestrian, and vehicle users.

Purpose
The purpose of the U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor improvements are to: 

• Reduce congestion and delay

• Improve travel time and travel time reliability for all vehicles including freight

• Provide HOV lane continuity

• Encourage a modal shift to other forms of transit, vanpooling, and carpooling

• Accommodate increased person throughput

5A. Is the project in an adopted Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)?   YES
5B. If the project is within the boundaries of a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), 
is it consistent with the approved Sustainable Communities Strategy?  YES
6.Concisely describe the project scope and anticipated benefits
(outcomes and outputs) proposed for funding:

Project Scope
The U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor, once completed, will result in sixteen miles of HOV lanes on U.S. 101 in each direction between Santa Barbara and 
Ventura Counties. Six (6) miles of new HOV lanes in each direction have recently been constructed in the southern portion of the corridor. Completing the 
HOV lane system in the remaining ten miles will provide significant delay reduction for all vehicles moving through this corridor, including freight carriers. 
The HOV lane system is integral to a comprehensive improvement strategy that will provide long term delay reduction and a mode shift away from single 
occupant vehicle travel within the corridor. 

Funding sought from Cycle 1 of SB1 would be used to construct 7.5 of the remaining 10 miles of HOV lanes (Segments 4A-4C) from the City of 
Carpinteria (Bailard Avenue -- PM 1.4) to the community of Montecito (0.6 miles north of Sheffield Avenue -- PM 9.6). Elements to be constructed using 
Cycle 1 funding within the limits of Segment 4A-4C include: fifteen lanes miles of HOV lanes (7.5 miles in each direction), reconstruction or replacement 
of eight creek crossing structures, reconstruction of one interchange, reconstruction of two undercrossings, installation of nine sound walls, and 
modernization of ITS elements throughout. The new HOV lanes will be part-time during peak periods with continuous-access, meaning the new lanes will 
be open for all vehicles during off peak periods and weekends.

The project will provide a 40-year pavement life on new lanes and is being coordinated with a State Operations and Protection Program (SHOPP) funded 
rehabilitation strategy which will jointly construct a 40-year pavement life on the existing lanes. 
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Cycle 1 Congested Corridors funding is also being requested to implement intersection improvements at one location in Carpinteria and four bicycle 
and pedestrian improvement projects to augment and close gaps in the California Coastal Trail (CCT) and promote coastal access within Segments 4A 
through 4C. Specifically, in addition to HOV Project funding, Cycle 1 Congested Corridors funding is being requested for the following improvements: 

• Santa Monica Road/Via Real Intersection Improvements – This project will construct operational improvements at the Santa Monica Road/Via
Real and U.S. 101 northbound ramp intersection in the City of Carpinteria to improve traffic operations and local circulation. Bicycle and pedestrian
circulation will be accommodated in the design.

• Santa Claus Lane Class I Bikeway – This project will construct Class I bikeway for 0.6 miles between Carpinteria Avenue in the City of Carpinteria
and Santa Claus Lane in Summerland (County of Santa Barbara) to close a gap in the CCT.

• Santa Claus Lane Streetscape and Coastal Access Improvements – This project will construct a Class I bikeway along Santa Claus Lane from
Sandpoint Drive to South Padaro Lane in the County of Santa Barbara to close CCT gaps. This project will also construct coastal access parking along
Santa Claus Lane and formalize a beach crossing of the UPRR railroad tracks between Santa Claus Lane and the adjacent beach.

• Padaro Lane Coastal Access Improvements - This project will construct 0.2 miles of sidewalk to complete a gap in the CCT between Highway
101 and Loon Point Beach Parking area where coastal access exists. It will also add coastal trail signage along North Padaro Lane and for vertical
access to the beach.

• Summerland Area Coastal Access Improvements – This project will construct 0.4 miles of sidewalk and add coastal access parking along
Wallace Avenue. It will also construct 0.4 miles of sidewalk along Via Real to complete a gap in CCT between Greenwell Drive and North Padaro Lane
and add a Class I multi-purpose path.

Of the projects under consideration for Congested Corridors funding, implementation for the HOV Project and Santa Monica/Via Real Intersection 
Improvements are being led by Caltrans. SBCAG is leading implementation efforts associated with the remaining four bikeway and coastal access 
improvement projects listed above. Additional information on each of the projects listed above are included in the attached Project Programming 
Requests (PPRs). 

The final 2.7-mile portion (Segments 4D-4E, not part of this Cycle 1 request) will complete the remaining portion of the sixteen-mile HOV lane system. 
Segments 4D and 4E will be requested in Cycle 2). 

Benefits
• Over 13,500 passenger hours of delay savings daily, by 2040.

• Substantial delay reduction and improved travel reliability for all
travelers in the corridor including freight vehicles.

• Reduced travel time and improved trip reliability for buses, interregional
travelers, and high occupancy users.

• Improved freight movement, interregional travel, and coastal access,
between the Los Angeles Region and the San Francisco Bay Area.

• Improved air quality and reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

• A coordinated rehabilitation strategy within the same limits to install
long-life (40+ year) pavement on all lanes, reducing future maintenance
and construction needs in the corridor.

• Improved bicycle and pedestrian access and travel in the corridor
through completion of CCT gaps.

7. A description on how the project furthers the objectives of the Congested Corridors Program:
U.S. 101 is currently operating deficiently along this corridor. It is severely congested, without alternative routes which restricts mobility, impacts the 
quality of life for those who live and work in the neighboring counties, slows goods movement, and hinders the economic vitality of the region. 

The proposed corridor improvements will provide following benefits:

• Providing more transportation choices for residents, commuters, and visitors: The corridor improvements will enhance mode choices along
U.S. 101 by increasing the attractiveness of transit and ridesharing because of the time savings during peak hours. The Coastal Express system will
offer expanded service to commuters throughout the South Coast and Ventura County area that will utilize the HOV lanes. New peak hour passenger
rail service, scheduled for implementation in spring 2018, will also offer a new mode of travel from Ventura to Santa Barbara County. Ridesharing
will increase due to the project, which will decrease GHG emissions. In addition, with the expansion of coastal trail/bike improvements, new bicycle
connectivity that was previously hindered by U.S. 101 will be created. The coastal trail/bike improvements will also complete gaps on the CCT.

• Advancing the State’s air quality and climate goals: The reduction in vehicular delay, travel time, and improved consistency of traffic flow
and speed are forecast to reduce CO2 emissions by an average of 24,000 tons per year for the next twenty years. Total emissions cost savings are
approximately $27 million which does not take into account the health and quality of life benefits that would be afforded to those living and working
in close proximity to the corridor.
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• Preserving the character of the local community: Extensive community and stakeholder outreach efforts have been conducted related to the
development of corridor plans and specific projects in the corridor. Based in part on this input, the project incorporates elements impacts including
visual, noise, and environmental impacts. In addition, the Corridor improvements are estimated to produce on average $10.6 million annually in
travel-time benefits equating to a total of $211 million in 20 years.

• Creating opportunities for neighborhood enhancement projects: The Corridor improvements will include neighborhood enhancement projects
such as bike and pedestrian improvements, landscape improvements, streetscape, and coastal access improvements to enhance connectivity,
accessibility, and improve multimodal facilities for the community.

• Advancing program co-benefits of safety, economy and efficient land use: The Corridor will improve the efficiency of goods movement,
economic output, and worker productivity. Agriculture contributes a total of $1.8 billion to the local economy in direct economic output from
production and processing. By connecting the Los Angeles Basin to Northern California, U.S. 101 plays a large role in the state and national economy.
Agriculture and other commodities are primarily moved by truck to Los Angeles or San Francisco for distribution to final markets, both national and
international. Trucks account for 82 percent of the 32.6 million tons and 76 percent of the $29.9 billion of shipments in Santa Barbara County
in 2012.

• Safety: Based on a recent safety study conducted by Caltrans along the Corridor study area, the accident rate is 1.13 accidents per million vehicle
miles and is above the California statewide average of 0.63 accidents per million vehicle miles for a similar facility. Accident cost savings are
estimated to be $4.5 and $7.1 million annually, and $90.6 million and $142.5 million, over 20 years and 40 years, respectively. Approximately 3,300
accidents will be prevented by the end of the forty years. (Accident rate data for the three-year period between 8/1/2012 and 7/31/2015, Caltrans
August 28, 2017 report).

8A. Provide a project cost estimate which includes the amount and source of all funds committed 
to the project and the basis for concluding that the funding is expected to be available. 
SB1 Cycle 1 Request - Requested in Cycle 1 of the SB1 Trade Corridor and Congested Corridors programs are the funds needed to complete 
Segments 4A - 4C of the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor (see Question 11 for additional information on the delivery segments associated 
with Phase 4).  

Specifically, Congested Corridor program funding in the amount of $91.765 million (State shares) and $76.115 million (local shares) is being requested 
to fund construction support and capital components in the U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor. 

If this and the requested Trade Corridor funding is granted, the following would be constructed as part of SB1 Cycle 1: 

• 7.5 miles in each direction of new HOV lanes (including a new
interchange, two reconstructed undercrossings, reconstruction or
replacement of eight creek crossing bridges, installation of nine
sound walls, ITS element modernization, and safety and
operational improvements).

• HOV Traffic Mitigation intersection improvements in the
City of Carpinteria.

• Bicycle and pedestrian improvements including regional gap
closures of the California Coastal trail.

A breakdown of escalated support and capital costs with anticipated programming (by source), organized by project component, are included in the 
following tables.

The HOV Project is being coordinated with a SHOPP funded rehabilitation strategy on Segments 4A-4C. As currently planned, the HOV and SHOPP 
funded components will be constructed together, resulting in cost savings for both projects, reduced construction impacts, and an updated facility with 
long-life (40-year) pavement on all lanes of U.S. 101. The total cost for SHOPP funded components (not included in the Table 5) is $182.4 million. 
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Project Programming Requests (PPRs) for each of 
the above components are attached to this application. 
By fiscal year, $23.92 million in Congested Corridors 
funding is requested in Fiscal Year (FY) 19/20 and 
$143.96 in FY 20/21. If needed, potential exists 
to expedite delivery which could result in a shift of 
FY 20/21 funding into FY 19/20. This Congested 
Corridors funding request has been structured to 
provide a 30% minimum match with qualifying non-
SB1 funding sources. In addition, 100% of HOV Project 
preconstruction costs to date have been funded with 
non-SB1 funding sources. 

SB1 Cycle 2 – Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal 
Corridor: For Cycle 2 of SB1 competitive programs, 
SBCAG and Caltrans will be submitting requests for the 
Segments 4D and 4E to complete an additional 2.7 
miles of HOV lanes (in each direction) on U.S. 101. 
Similar to Cycle 1, the request would also include 
additional CCT bicycle and pedestrian improvements. 
The anticipated total Cycle 2 request is currently 
estimated at $107 million. 

The Result: If the SB1 Cycle 2 funds are granted and 
once the Segments 4D and 4E segments are completed, 
the Corridor will be complete and fully functional. The 
result will be a complete multimodal transportation 
system in this corridor with 32 lane-miles of continuous 
HOV lanes on U.S. 101 (northbound and southbound), 
peak hour rail service between Santa Barbara and 
Ventura Counties, interregional transit between Santa 
Barbara and Ventura Counties, new long-life (40-year) 
pavement installed on all lanes of U.S. 101, and a 
continuous bike and pedestrian CCT network throughout 
the corridor.

8B. If uncommitted funding is 
identified, the requirements as 
outlined in Section 17 of the 
Guidelines must be included. 
Cost estimates should be 
escalated to the year of proposed 
implementation and be approved by 
the District Director:
With respect to the funding sources outlined above, all funding is fully committed except the SB1 Trade Corridors and SB1 Congested Corridors 
funding sources. 

If SB1 Cycle 1 Trade Corridors funding (requested as part of a separate application) is not granted, SBCAG requests that this Cycle 1 Congested 
Corridors application be increased by the TCEP request amount ($16 million).

If SB1 Cycle 1 Congested Corridors funding is not granted in the amounts requested, the larger strategy for constructing Segments 4A-4C under the 
planned delivery schedule would need to be revisited. This could also result for SBCAG revisiting the current RTIP allocation of funds which are focused 
on delivering Segments 4A-4C as planned, potentially resulting in a STIP amendment. 

FUNDING SOURCE
$ in million and escalated to year of use

PS&E RW SUPP RW CAP CON SUPP CON CAP TOTAL

MEASURE A $6.91 $0.96 $9.90 $0.05 $54.09 $71.90

STIP-RIP $14.39 $1.64 $10.35 $12.27 $0.00 $38.65

STIP-IIP $5.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.00

SB-1: Congested Corridors $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $23.77 $144.11 $167.88

SB-1: TCEP (Regional) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $8.40 $7.60 $16.00

SB-1: SLPP FORMULA $1.00 $0.23 $0.36 $0.05 $0.00 $1.64

TOTAL $27.30 $2.83 $20.61 $44.54 $205.80 $301.07

Table 5: U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor (Segments 4A – 4C) - Total Costs and Funding 
(Includes 101 HOV Lanes and California Coastal Trail Improvements) 

FUNDING SOURCE
$ in million and escalated to year of use

PS&E RW SUPP RW CAP CON SUPP CON CAP TOTAL

MEASURE A $5.91 $0.43 $9.54 $0.00 $54.09 $69.96

STIP-RIP $14.39 $1.64 $10.35 $12.27 $0.00 $38.65

STIP-IIP $5.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.00

SB-1: Congested Corridors $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $20.19 $118.62 $138.81

SB-1: TCEP (Regional) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $8.40 $7.60 $16.00

TOTAL $25.30 $2.07 $19.89 $40.86 $180.31 $268.42

Table 6: South Coast 101 HOV Lanes (Segments 4A – 4C) - Total Costs and Funding

$ in million and escalated to year of use

FUNDING SOURCE PS&E RW SUPP RW CAP CON SUPP CON CAP TOTAL

MEASURE A $0.45 $0.30 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.75

SB-1: Congested Corridors $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.75 $2.86 $3.61

SB-1: SLPP FORMULA $0.45 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.45

TOTAL $0.90 $0.30 $0.00 $0.75 $2.86 $4.81

Table 7: HOV Traffic Mitigation Improvements (Segments 4A – 4C) - Total Costs and Funding 

$ in million and escalated to year of use

FUNDING SOURCE PS&E RW SUPP RW CAP CON SUPP CON CAP TOTAL

MEASURE A $0.55 $0.23 $0.36 $0.05 $0.00 $1.19

SB-1: Congested Corridors $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $2.83 $22.63 $25.46

SB-1: SLPP FORMULA $0.55 $0.23 $0.36 $0.05 $0.00 $1.19

TOTAL $1.10 $0.46 $0.72 $2.93 $22.63 $27.84

Table 8: California Coastal Trail Improvements (Segments 4A – 4C) - Total Costs and Funding 
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8C. When proposing to fund for a project that will be delivered in multiple contracts, include the 
cost estimate for the whole project as well as each of the proposed contracts:
Included above in Tables 5-8 are cost estimates for each component (in Segments 4A-4C) proposed for funding in SB1 Cycle 1. 

The estimated costs associated with completing the remaining portion of the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor (Segments 4D-4E) 
is shown in Table 9). 

Of the $226.47 million costs associated with 
constructing Segments 4D-4E, the total anticipated 
SB1 Cycle 2 request is estimated at $107 million. 
Other funding sources which are expected to 
contribute to the completion of the multimodal 
corridor includes future SBCAG RTIP shares with 

Caltrans ITIP contributions (in 2020 and 2022 STIP Cycles), Santa Barbara County Measure A, and State Active Transportation Program funds. 

9. When proposing a segment or a phase of a corridor, the applicant must demonstrate
the segment has independent utility and include a narrative of the plan to complete the 
improvements of the entire corridor.  The analysis should be coordinated with other jurisdictions 
if the corridor crosses multiple jurisdictions:
Six miles, in each direction, of operating HOV lanes already exist at the southern end of this corridor (4.8 miles in Ventura County and 1.2 miles in 
Santa Barbara County). For each additional mile of new HOV lanes, there will be immediate benefits in terms of congestion relief and mode shift.  The 
entire HOV lane system in this corridor will be sixteen miles in each direction once the U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor improvements are completed. If the 
requested SB1 Cycle 1 funds are granted, an additional 7.5 miles, in each direction, of HOV lanes will be fully funded and constructed in the near term. 
The need for 2.7 additional miles of HOV lanes in each direction would remain, which will be the subject of a SB1 Cycle 2 application. This SB1 Cycle 
1 funding request, if granted, would also fully fund critical gaps in the CCT. Once constructed, the bicycle and pedestrian facilities being funded would 
provide immediate benefit.  

10. Provide a description that demonstrates the ability to absorb any cost overruns and deliver
the proposed project with no additional funding from this program. For Caltrans implemented 
projects, Caltrans must demonstrate the plan to secure alternate source (s) to fund potential cost 
overruns:
All cost overruns will be covered with non-SB1 funding sources. The sources of funding which are already programmed on the HOV project could be 
used to cover costs overruns. These include but are not limited to:

• RTIP – Programmed by SBCAG

• Measure A – Programmed by SBCAG

• ITIP – Programmed by Caltrans

In addition, the HOV Project has advanced into the final design phase and all costs are well documented. A quantitative risk management study was 
recently completed which verified that the overall level of cost risks is within the contingencies being used in the cost estimates. Cost escalation has also 
been incorporated into the programming requests. The funding strategy has been designed to incorporate a mix of funding for each project development 
category. Matching funds have been designated for each SB1 funded component which could be increased to cover cost overruns, if required.

Item:
$ in million and escalated to year of use

HOV Design, RW 
Support and Cap

HOV Construction 
Support and Capital

Bike/Ped and HOV 
Traffic Mitigation TOTAL

Cost $24.09 $163.69 $38.69 $226.47

Table 9: U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor (Segments 4D – 4E) - Total Costs
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11. Provide a
description of the 
project delivery plan 
and known risks: 
Project Delivery Plan 
Caltrans District 5 and SBCAG 
have jointly developed a working 
Project Management Plan 
(PMP) to manage delivery of the 
HOV Project. A management 
framework for coordinating 
project development activities 
in this corridor has been set up 
which includes a Caltrans Corridor 
Manager and SBCAG Deputy 
Corridor Manager. 

Corridor improvements on U.S. 
101 are being implemented in four 
phases (see Figure 3). Phases 1 
and 2 are complete and Phase 3 
is currently in construction. Phase 
4, which extends ten miles from 
Carpinteria to Santa Barbara, 
is the only remaining portion of 
the HOV system that remains 
to be completed. The project 
environmental review process 
is completed and design is well 
underway for Phase 4. 

In March 2017, the SBCAG Board 
approved a sequencing plan for 
the delivery of Phase 4. Under this 
plan, Phase 4 is being delivered in five segments (Segments 4A through 4E). The individual Phase 4 delivery segments are shown in Figure 4. 

Segments 4A thru 4C are the priority for early delivery and funding has been programmed by SBCAG and Caltrans with this priority in mind. Under the 
current delivery schedule, construction activities in Segments 4A thru 4C are planned to begin in 2019, funding dependent. Segments 4D and 4E will 
follow, which will result in full implementation of an interconnected HOV lane system in this corridor. 

Risk Management 

A qualitative and quantitative risk management plan has been prepared for the project. Project delivery risks (including positive opportunities) are being 
actively managed by the project team. 

Key risks being monitored and managed which could impact delivery include:

• Coastal development processing takes longer than expected.

Risk Response: Early coordination (underway) with the California Coastal Commission and designated local coastal plan permitting agencies 
 (County and local cities in this case). 

• Utility relocation agreements, and associated relocation of utilities, are delayed substantially.

Risk Response: Early utility potholing (now complete). Early clarification of right-of-way utility conflicts (now complete) and ongoing 
coordination with utility companies (under way). 

Figure 3 - U.S. 101 Multimodal Delivery Plan Map - Phase 1, 2, 3, & 4 
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• Condemnation is required to obtain temporary construction easements (TCEs).

Risk Response: Maintain continuous communications between Right-of-Way and Design to stay on top of right-of-way requirements (ongoing).  
Avoid permanent takes of private property right-of-way (complete), early identification of needed temporary construction easements 
(underway), and strategic engagement through Right-of-Way with affected property owners (upcoming). 

• Resource agency permits are not granted as scheduled.

Risk Response: Early and ongoing coordination between Design and Environmental when establishing and refining build alternatives 
(complete). Early coordination with permitting agencies during PA&ED phase (complete). Clearly establish mitigation needs in the PA&ED phase 
(complete). Early and ongoing coordination during the design phase with permitting agencies (ongoing).

• Funding for construction is not available as planned which delays construction.

Risk Response: Early and ongoing coordination between SBCAG and Caltrans to ensure project remains competitive and well positioned for 
upcoming funding opportunities (SBCAG). Clear prioritization by the SBCAG Board for completing projects in this corridor (this is SBCAG’s #1 
priority for funding in the region). 

Caltrans and SBCAG are working closely to monitor and manage delivery risks in this corridor. In addition to the management structure noted above, 
this project is being considered for Construction Management General Contractor (CM/GC) form of delivery which would provide for early coordination 
between the project team and the construction manager/general contractor to assess and mitigate risks through constructability reviews, quantity and 
price verifications, evaluation of traffic handling/staging, and overall production and scheduling. 

12. Provide a confirmation that any capacity-increasing project or a major street or highway lane
realignment project was considered for reversible lanes pursuant to Streets and Highways Code 
Section 100.15: 
Reversible lanes were considered as part of the 101 In Motion corridor study. A reversible lane scenario was considered and determined to not be 
feasible due to the projected volumes in the corridor and the balance of peak flows (NB and SB) during the future year peak periods.

13. Provide a description of the projected quantitative and qualitative measures of the proposed
improvements as described in the Evaluation Criteria in Section 14:
The Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor improvements will significantly reduce delays for travelers and trucks, increase safety, reduce GHG 
emissions, improve the regional economy, and enhance modal choices. 

Congestion - U.S. 101 is the primary route for daily commuters who travel from Ventura County to Santa Barbara and experience up to 4.5 hours of 
congestion a day. Level of Service (LOS) “F” conditions in the U.S. 101 corridor currently occur for two to four hours daily. Without the project, congestion 
will increase to 7.5 hours a day by 2020 and over 11 hours a day by 2040. The HOV Project is expected to reduce delay by over 13,500 person hours of 
delay daily. The corridor improvements are estimated to produce on average $10.6 million annually in travel-time benefits equating to over $200 million 
in travel time savings over 20 years. Augmenting the life cycle to 40 years would result in a total travel time savings of $322 million. This benefit is 
based on the estimated reduction of about 35.3 and 84.3 million person-hours of time saved over 20 years and 40 years, respectively. 

Safety – Accidents in the corridor typically occur on weekdays with 47% of accidents occurring during the commute hours. Accidents are more 
prevalent in the most congested segments. Congestion on U.S. 101 and local major arterials can impede emergency vehicle access to accident and 
emergency sites. According to 2006-2009 data from the Caltrans Traffic Accident Surveillance and Analysis System (TASAS), approximately 96% of the 
accident types can be attributed to unstable traffic flow caused by congestion. Rear-end accidents were approximately 66% of total accidents. 
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Based on a recent safety study conducted by Caltrans along the full study area, the accident rate within the study area is 1.13 accidents per million 
vehicle miles and is above the California state average of 0.63 per million vehicle miles for a similar facility (TASAS Table B, accident rate data for the 
three-year period between 8/1/2012 and 7/31/2015, Caltrans August 28, 2017 report). The TASAS Table B report is included with this application as in 
the Appendix. During this same three year period, 899 accidents were documented in TASAS. Accident cost savings are estimated to be $4.5 and $7.1 
million annually, and $90.6 million and $142.5 million, over 20 years and 40 years, respectively. Approximately 3,300 accidents will be prevented by the 
end of the forty years.

In addition to relieving congestion-related safety issues, the project scope incorporates targeted safety improvements. It eliminates left-side on and 
off-ramps that no longer meet standards or traveler expectations. It will install or maintain safety-related features including full lane widths, improved 
exterior shoulder widths, and ramp slope improvements. It includes highway geometric improvements where necessary to improve visibility and sight 
distance. It will build maintenance vehicle pullout areas to provide safe areas for highway workers and law enforcement. Improved ITS elements and 
lighting are also included on U.S. 101 which will aid in crime prevention and enhance visibility and emergency response. The Corridor improvements also 
include a number of bicycle and pedestrian elements which are designed to improve safety and accessibility for bicycle and pedestrian travel. 

Accessibility – U.S. 101 in this corridor is the only viable regional roadway connecting southern Santa Barbara County with Ventura County and the 
LA Basin. The corridor improvements will benefit interregional and regional travel, freight movement, and passenger rail, transit, bicycle, rideshare, and 
pedestrian travel. The improvements will significantly enhance the reliability and accessibility of the overall system. 

As only two lanes currently exist on U.S. 101 in this corridor, freight vehicles are regularly delayed with congested conditions. With the added HOV lane 
in each direction, all vehicles -- including freight carriers – will benefit significantly with reduced delay and improved system reliability. The recent fires 
(December 2017) and subsequent mudslides (January 2018) in Montecito and Carpinteria also illustrate the importance of 101 in this corridor for north-
south inter-regional travel as well as a critical connector for emergency and economic access to area communities.

An efficient HOV facility will increase the viability of transit and ridesharing because of the time savings during peak hours. The Coastal Express system 
will offer expanded service to commuters throughout the South Coast and Ventura County area that will utilize the HOV lanes. New peak hour intercity rail 
service will be implemented in spring 2018 providing another mode for commuters traveling from Ventura County to jobs in Santa Barbara County. 

The Corridor improvements also include projects that would improve coastal access and close gaps in the CCT providing access to multimodal choices. 
One specific project would add a 1.2 mile long Class I bike path along the coast side of U.S. 101 just north of Carpinteria connecting the City of 
Carpinteria to beach areas and recreation along Santa Claus Lane. The HOV Project is designed to facilitate bike and pedestrian access at adjacent 
intersections which furthers complete street goals by enhancing the network of facilities that connect employment, residential, and recreational 
destinations. Improved coastal access signage is also included with the corridor improvements.

Economic Development and Job Creation and Retention - U.S. 101 is a vital asset to the national, state, and local economies as it is essential for 
freight as well as business, tourism, recreation, journey-to-work, a public-private spaceport, and military transport. As of 2010, approximately 20,000 
residents from the neighboring counties commute to work in Santa Barbara County to support the 116,000 job base in the Santa Barbara South Coast. 
From Ventura County, this is a 25 percent increase from the year 2000 . The Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor is expected to create over 
6,000 jobs. 

By increasing capacity and accessibility for commute-to-jobs trips as well as introducing multimodal opportunities like traveling by carpool or transit 
during peak commute times, such Corridor elements are designed to improve regional competitiveness and support economic development. U.S.101 is 
integral to the growing national and international tourism industry. As a gateway to the U.S., California travel generated $110 billion in spending in 2013 
and supported 966,000 jobs. The Central Coast is a popular destination for tourists with the U.S. 101 corridor providing coastal access and a scenic 
route for tourists travelling between major urban regions to the north and south with major international airports (LAX, SFO, San Jose). 

Improving commute travel time and expanding multi-modal options allows employers in all business sectors to attract and retain employees that 
commute significant distances from home to work along the corridor. Employees travel from neighboring communities into Santa Barbara for work, 
in part because housing is more affordable in Ventura County and northern Santa Barbara County. Providing multimodal opportunities for employees 
expands their access to employment and can reduce the cost of commuting, especially for disadvantaged populations that are critical to the labor force 
in the serviced, heath care, and education sectors.

The truck volumes in this segment, approximately 15 million tons per year, impose a significant physical demand on the highway infrastructure . In 
2012, trucks comprised 9.6% of total volumes, an average of 7,900 trucks per day .  Heavy truck volumes in this corridor have degraded the structural 
integrity of the existing travel lanes.  As previously noted, a SHOPP funded rehabilitation strategy is being coordinated with the HOV lane improvements. 
This will result in a 40 year pavement life on all lanes. This coordinated strategy will also result in substantial near and long-term cost savings, reduced 
local construction impacts, and improved safety. 
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Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases - Corridor improvements 
will help the region meet its GHG targets and advances the 
State’s air quality and climate goals by reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions through improved travel time and reduced delay and 
its emphasis on alternative modes. 

Once project construction is completed, a significant reduction 
in emissions is expected in the corridor as well as localized 
areas based upon the Cal B/C model results shown in Table 9.

In addition to carpools, vanpools, and transit, the proposed 
HOV system would be open to zero-emission vehicles. This 
combination of allowable vehicles will encourage a modal 
shift to transit and carpooling and incentivize clean-vehicle 
technologies. 

Efficient Land Use - The Corridor improvements supports and are compatible with existing corridor access management policies, community vision, 
and local infrastructure improvements for the surrounding area. It will allow for beach access in the Santa Claus Lane area. The HOV Project includes 
sound walls and noise-attenuating pavement surface. Several components of the HOV Project are expressly designed and customized to limit visual 
impacts and integrate within the iconic Santa Barbara visual landscape. With climate adaptation goals in mind, the HOV Project includes storm water 
management features and creek restoration. The project also includes replacement of several creek-crossing structures on U.S. 101 which are 
hydraulically deficient. The replaced structures are being sized in coordination with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and Santa 
Barbara County Flood Control staff to comply with long-term goals for flood event relief in this corridor.  

14. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the proposed project compared to the
no-build environment:
The existing volumes exceed available capacity during weekday and weekend peak periods. Traffic congestion lasts for two hours during the morning 
and two and a half hours in the afternoon. The project would reduce freeway congestion and delay through the corridor and encourage carpooling and 
public transportation with the introduction of HOV lanes. Travel time in the corridor will become more reliable, resulting in nearly 13,500 person hours of 
delay savings per day by 2040.

Future volumes are projected to increase by up to 50% by 2050. Without this project freeway congestion will continue to worsen due to population 
and economic growth. The 101 In Motion study projected that Level of Service “F” conditions would exceed 11 hours per day in each direction by 
2040. Continued congestion on U.S. 101 would also lead to further degradation of the surrounding local network due to diversion of through-trips. This 
congestion is exacerbated during agricultural harvest season.

15. Provide a description and quantification of community impacts, such as noise, localized
congestion, air pollution, safety, public health, etc.:
The Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor helps the region meet its GHG emission targets through improved travel time and reduced delay 
and its emphasis on alternative modes. With this project included, SBCAG’s modeling analysis conducted for the Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(SCS) update (August, 2017) found per capita GHG reductions of 13.3 percent and 17.7 percent for the 2020 and 2035 target years, respectively. The 
California Air Resources Board has assigned zero percent per capita GHG emission increase targets for the SBCAG region for both target years. SBCAG’s 
SCS far exceeds the state GHG reduction targets and is among the best performing in the state (4th out of 18 for both target years).

EMISSIONS REDUCTION

Tons Value (mil. $)

Total Over  
20 Years

Average 
Annual

Total Over 
20 Years

Average 
Annual

CO Emissions Saved 1,806 90 $0.14 $0.01

CO2 Emissions Saved 481,474 24,074 $12.29 $0.61

NOX Emissions Saved 394 19.7 $12.47 $0.62

PM10 Emissions Saved 4 0.2 $1.07 $0.05

PM2.5 Emissions Saved 4 0.2

SOX Emissions Saved 6 0.3 $0.51 $0.03

VOC Emissions Saved 72 3.6 $0.14 $0.01

Table 9: Cal B/C Summary Results
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The Corridor improvements are being designed to be compatible with existing community character. Improvement scope includes multimodal and 
landscape improvements, sound-walls where appropriate, and noise-attenuating pavement surface. Several components of the project are expressly 
designed and customized to limit visual impacts and integrate within the iconic Santa Barbara visual landscape. The HOV Project also includes 
installation of storm water treatment features as well as creek restoration where bridges are being replaced. 

16. Describe how local residents and community-based organizations were engaged in
developing the project:
The 101 in Motion corridor plan was developed with extensive community and stakeholder engagement. The initial efforts started in November 2003 
with community outreach to the general public and targeted outreach to a Steering Committee, Stakeholders Advisory Committee and a Technical 
Advisory Group. The groups included representatives from the business community, employers, transit advocates, bicycle coalition, community 
organizations, neighborhood associations, and citizens. The groups were intentionally formed to have representatives from all demographics, travel 
patterns and geography. The outreach resulted in a grassroots multimodal program that has become the U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor encompassing, 
not just an HOV lane, but also corridor peak hour rail improvements, interregional transit operations, demand management and various parallel 
operational improvements to enhance mobility. SBCAG Board unanimously adopted the 101 in Motion Action Plan in July, 2006.

During the 101 In Motion process, the following specific engagement opportunities were provided:

Community workshops (5), Activity center booths (13), Community presentations (54), Countywide Stakeholders Advisory Committee meetings open to 
the public (11), Meetings of the Technical Advisory Committee, with representation from the cities, county, Santa Barbara Metropolitan Transit District, 
Caltrans, Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District, California Highway Patrol, and Ventura County Transportation Commission—31

In 2008, 79% of voters in the area supported the adoption of Measure A, a half-cent transportation sales tax that allocates $140 million for adding HOV 
lanes in this corridor. The added HOV lanes project was the single “off the top” project listed under the measure program. An additional $145 million 
is identified in Measure A for multimodal improvements in the corridor. Additional outreach occurred during the HOV Project environmental phase.  For 
input during project scoping, three well-attended public meetings were held in July 2009 in the communities of Montecito, Summerland, and Carpinteria. 
These meetings were noticed in local newspapers and with mailers to adjacent property owners. The purpose of the meetings was to present the project 
purpose and need, identify initial scope expectations, obtain the public’s ideas, comments, and concerns about this proposed project, and to introduce 
the public to members of the project team.

In November 2011, three separate information meetings in Montecito, Summerland, and Carpinteria were held to provide a project update, an overview 
of alternatives under study, preliminary findings for soundwall locations that had been considered, and outlines of other environmental and technical 
studies. These meetings were also well-attended and noticed in local newspapers and with mailers to adjacent property owners. 

Following the release of the Draft Environmental Document, two public hearings were held in April 2012 to solicit public comment on the document in 
Carpinteria and Montecito. The meetings were well-attended and again noticed in local newspapers and with mailers to adjacent property owners. A 
court reporter was available at both public hearings to transcribe oral comments to text for those who elected to use this format instead of submitting 
their comments in on the draft environmental document in writing.

In addition to the formal public meetings above organized by Caltrans, the project team engaged with local community groups throughout the 
development of the project. During the environmental phase for the HOV Project, multiple community outreach meetings (more than eight meetings 
each) were conducted with the Montecito Association 101 Subcommittee and the Summerland Citizens Association. Coordination also occurred 
with the Carpinteria Valley Association, the Padaro Lane Homeowner’s Association, the Coast Village Road Business Association, and the Save Our 
Village homeowners group. Coordination with local jurisdiction staff and California Coastal Commission staff has also occurred throughout the project 
development process.

17. Describe how the final project will address community-identified needs along the corridor
with a description and quantification of the benefits the project will provide for disadvantaged 
and low-income communities within the specified defined area:
There are several low income communities within the project limits, and portions of the project fall within AB 1550 Low-Income Communities . These 
benefiting communities include areas both within the city of Santa Barbara and the city of Carpinteria. When considering the project size and influential 
area from a regional perspective, disadvantaged and low-income communities in nearby regions such as Ventura and Oxnard would also benefit from 
the implementation of the project in addition to the communities directly within the project limits. The completion of the project will address various 
disadvantaged and low-income community needs. The project benefits include:
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Socio-Economic
• Revitalization of local economies and support to small businesses.

U.S. 101 is the main method of transport for commuters and workers within the local low-income communities as well as the nearby disadvantaged
communities in the region. The travel time savings from implementing the corridor improvements allows all communities, including low-income
communities, to focus on other aspects of life. In addition to the work on U.S. 101, the completion of coastal trail/bike and pedestrian improvements
enhances access and connectivity to local businesses specifically located in the low-income communities in Carpinteria. This will directly benefit the
area businesses and residents.

• Reduction of transportation costs and improvement of transit.
With the HOV lane addition, low-income households that rely on carpooling and bus transit will benefit from the anticipated travel time savings. These
include the low-income communities in the city of Santa Barbara and Carpinteria, as well as the disadvantaged communities in Oxnard and Ventura.
From a local perspective, coastal trail/bike and pedestrian improvements have the potential to reduce transportation costs for the low-income
community within Carpinteria and southern Santa Barbara County. For existing land-use, geographical locations of housing and business may not
change, but the reduced travel time improves commuter perception that jobs and homes are closer together.

Public Health
• Reduction of air pollution near low-income communities.

Low-income communities are located directly within and adjacent to the project limits. Without the planned improvements, emissions from idling
vehicles will continue to decrease air quality impacting adjacent and nearby low-income communities. With the implementation of the project, a
significant amount of GHG and other air pollutants will be reduced around the low-income communities within the project limits. Per the results
from Cal B/C model, over 481,474 tons of emissions excluding carbon emissions would be saved from implementing the project. These potential
hazardous pollutants include: nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, particulate matter and other volatile organic compounds.

• Promotion of active transportation and use of recreational space.
The Corridor improvements multimodal approach includes active transportation components such as the Santa Claus Lane Class I bikeway which
provides a critical transportation link in the regional bikeway network and CCT. This bikeway will provide a new, more direct and safer route for low-
income residents in Carpinteria to access coastal recreation areas in Summerland, Montecito and Santa Barbara. The Corridor improvements also
include a number of other active transportation/coastal access improvements such as completing sidewalk gaps. All of these active transportation/
coastal access improvements will be easily accessed by low-income communities in Carpinteria.

Environmental
• Landscape improvements and increased recreational access.

Corridor improvements include both landscape and active transportation components. The landscape components provide an aesthetic that meets
community needs and also functions as mitigation in designated replacement areas. Landscaping as part of the HOV improvements also act as visual
screening in all areas of the corridor, particularly low-income communities in Carpinteria. Coastal trails and sidewalks will improve the opportunities
for local communities, including low-income residents, to access and enjoy the local coastline, nature reserves, and other community amenities.

18. Provide a description and map (or maps) of how the final project will address community-
identified needs along with a description and quantification of the benefits the project will 
provide for other communities not falling under the above definitions:
See the attached community maps which graphically illustrate narrative from Question 17 above on disadvantaged and low-income communities. 
These can be found in the appendices.
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19. Provide a description of how the project furthers the goals, performance measures, and
targets of the region’s Regional Transportation Plan, and if applicable, it’s associated Sustainable 
Communities Strategy:
The goals of the region’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), Fast Forward 2040 (adopted in August 2017), 
are based on and consistent with both the planning factors articulated in MAP-21 and continued in the FAST Act, and the Caltrans’ Smart Mobility 2010 
framework. Fast Forward 2040 embraces performance-based planning and includes a variety of quantifiable performance measures to determine the 
success of achieving plan goals and their associated objectives. The GHG reduction targets set by the Air Resources Board applicable to Fast Forward 
2040 are zero percent per capita growth for target years 2020 and 2035, which are far exceeded. The U.S. 101 HOV project is identified in the 
constrained section of Fast Forward 2040 and therefore is included in all modeling analysis and performance measurement. 

Fast Forward 2040 includes five broad goals. Following is a discussion of how the HOV Project furthers those goals and the associated performance 
measures and targets.  

Mobility & System Reliability – The Corridor implements a multimodal approach to ensure the reliability of all travel modes. The HOV lanes will 
accommodate carpools, vanpools and buses to encourage increased ridesharing and transit use for both local and inter-city trips. This will encourage a 
shift from Single Occupancy Vehicles (SOV) and decrease overall congestion through the corridor.  Performance measures for this goal that are furthered 
by the project include: Reduction in vehicle miles travelled by commuters, reduction in vehicle hours of delay (for all users of the project corridor), 
reduction in congested vehicle miles traveled, and maintaining or reducing the average vehicle commute time along the corridor. The Cal B/C model 
outputs indicate the U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor improvements will result in travel time and vehicle operating costs estimated at above $400 million 
over 20 years with a benefit/cost ratio of 1.8 for the HOV lanes improvements alone. The HOV and rail siding projects will also support the anticipated 
need for expanded transit, freight and passenger rail service. 

Health and Safety – The Corridor improvements reduce congestion which will result in a decrease in GHG emissions and a decrease in congestion 
related vehicle collisions (motorized and non-motorized). Performance measures include a reduction in serious injuries and fatalities, an increase in 
active transportation mode share and reduction in GHG emissions. The active transportation elements of the overall project will contribute to more trips 
by active modes, further supporting this goal and reducing congestion.

Prosperous Economy – The Corridor furthers this goal by reducing congestion through the use of HOV lanes and providing commuters with a range of 
multimodal options for commuting, essentially minimizing the impact of mobility on the economy. Related performance measures include: net commute 
savings (time), net travel savings (time), and reduced vehicle hours of delay for freight using the National Highway System. The economic benefit of 
these collective improvements also includes increased efficiency of freight and goods movement. Agricultural, manufacturing, and warehouse industries 
provide 25 percent of total jobs on the Central Coast of California. Approximately 63 million tons of freight worth $50 billion is transported into, out of, 
and within the Central Coast region. Fifty-percent (50%) of this product is distributed within California and 25 percent is distributed to other states in 
the nation. These improvements will also promote improved job accessibility for the Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo and Ventura tri-county region. As of 
2010, approximately 20,000 of residents from the neighboring counties commute to work in Santa Barbara County to support 116,000 job base in the 
Santa Barbara South Coast. From Ventura County, this is a 25 percent increase from the year 2000.

Environment – Reductions in transportation-related pollutants are realized by this project through reduced vehicle idling associated with congestion, 
reduced SOV trips, and more active modes and transit trips. Fast Forward 2040 reduces SB 375 GHG emissions by 13.3 and 17.7 percent for target 
years 2020 and 2035, respectively, far surpassing the current zero targets for the two target years. The Air Resources Board is currently updating the 
region’s targets and the updated targets will be consistent with the achievements of Fast Forward 2040. SBCAG will soon have the most aggressive GHG 
reduction targets of any small MPO in California and this project contributes to the region’s GHG reductions.

Freight – This also aligns with the regional freight plan, titled the U.S. 101 Central Coast Freight Strategy (2016), and the prior supporting study, the 
Central Coast California Commercial Flows Study (CCCCFS - 2012). The Freight Strategy and the CCCCFS are the regional freight plan and supporting 
study for the Central Coast and include documented concerns with freight stakeholders regarding congestion on U.S. 101. The development of the 
CCCCFS and the subsequent Freight Strategy included robust stakeholder and private sector outreach which identifies addressing congestion on U.S. 
101 in this corridor, which was cited as the highest priority need for Central Coast goods movement.
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20. Provide a description of the corridor plan or other coordinated management strategy being
implemented by the nominator and other jurisdictions within the corridor to preserve corridor 
mobility:
The Corridor implements key multimodal elements that improve mobility and reduce congestion. This has come to fruition through significant planning 
efforts to improve multimodal mobility in the corridor, namely 101 in Motion (SBCAG) and the U.S. 101 Corridor System Management Plan (Caltrans 
2012). 

101 in Motion (2006) – SBCAG initiated this planning effort to address recurring and projected congestion along the Santa Barbara County south coast. 
This corridor plan presents a package of solutions to solve congestion on the corridor and preserve corridor mobility. The project team identified this 
project as the most viable and sustainable approach for reducing delay and managing demand along the corridor. Key project elements in the corridor 
plan include the HOV lanes, interchange and ramp improvements, commuter rail, and improved transit service.  

U.S. 101 Corridor System Management Plan, Santa Barbara/Ventura Corridor (2012) - The Corridor System Management Plan (CSMP) was 
developed as a requirement for funding of the initial six (6) miles of HOV lanes in each direction at the county line under the 2006 Proposition 1B 
Corridor Mobility Improvement Account (CMIA). The intent of the CSMP was to ensure that mobility gains generated by the investments would be 
sustained in the future through implementation of traffic operations and system management strategies and to select capital expansion investments 
based on system monitoring and performance measurement. 

The CSMP identifies recommended strategies along the corridor that will help to preserve corridor mobility including: 

• Surveillance and monitoring to collect information on traffic
flows and system performance;

• Incident management strategies including SBCAG’s existing
Freeway Service Patrol to clear collisions and breakdowns;

• ITS elements including vehicle sensors, detectors and TV cameras as
to provide information to the TMC to monitor and respond to incidents
along the corridor and provide information to the traveling public.

In addition to these specific strategies, the increased multimodal options of the project will further facilitate mode shift from SOV’s to carpooling, rail and 
transit use which will help preserve corridor mobility.  

U.S. 101 Central Coast California Freight Strategy (2016) - The U.S. 101 Central Coast California Freight Strategy aims to address the challenges 
associated with increased demand for freight travel, driven especially by an increase in demand for Central Coast products outside of the region. This 
increased demand is exacerbated by the Central Coast’s reliance on U.S. 101 as the primary transportation artery for the region as well as the area’s 
major truck route. Building on the Central Coast Coalition Commercial Flows Study (2012), the Strategy identifies three principal goals, including support 
for economic development in the region, providing an efficient, reliable, well-maintained and safe goods movement facility along the U.S. 101 corridor, 
and reducing and mitigating environmental, social, health, and economic impacts from goods movement operations. To support these three goals, this 
report evaluates socio-economic conditions, existing and future goods movement flows, and freight system infrastructure, and identifies freight needs 
and issues. The report relies on twelve performance metrics to identify high priority projects, of which the U.S. 101 HOV Project ranks highest among the 
four projects identified within Santa Barbara County.

Interregional Transportation Strategic Plan (ITSP) (2015) - U.S. 101 is a component of the South Coast Corridor–Central Coast Corridor. This 
corridor connects the Central Coast to Southern California, linking the heavily urbanized southern California with the more rural counties further north. 
The priority investments identified by the ITSP (2015) for this corridor include HOV system expansion between Ventura and Santa Barbara, intercity rail 
service expansion, and U.S. 101 maintenance.

California Freight Mobility Plan (CFMP) (2014) - The CFMP identified truck congestion as the number one issue for U.S. 101 in the Central Coast 
region. The HOV Project is included in the CFMP project list.
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Central Coast Coalition Commercial Flows Study (CCCCFS) (2012) - The CCCCFS, a collaborative effort between the California Central Coast 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations and Caltrans District 5, evaluates current and future freight issues and provides findings and recommendations 
to assist agencies in proactively responding to future freight challenges. The study makes specific reference to freight issues facing the Santa Barbara 
County region; in particular, the congestion issues facing the South Coast U.S. 101, the Measure A-supported HOV Project, and the importance of 
maintaining focus on improvements to U.S. 101. The study is organized to address several key regional points, including population and economic 
trends, key freight-dependent industries, commodity flows within the multi-modal freight system, issues and concerns affecting the freight system, 
including Santa Barbara County key issues and projects, and study recommendations. Through interviews with 70 public and private sector stakeholders, 
including truck operators, major freight system issues as well as organizational/data/policy issues were identified, including most importantly, addressing 
U.S. 101 peak-period congestion from Carpinteria to Goleta.

U.S. 101 Transportation Concept Report (U.S. 101 TCR) (2014) - The U.S. 101 TCR represents the long-range plan for U.S. 101. The HOV Project is 
discussed as a necessary investment to relieve congestion and realize the Caltrans regional and statewide vision for the corridor.

The California Transportation Commission 2017 Mobility Investment Opportunities Report – The HOV Project is included as a high priority 
project on both the Central Coast’s super-regional summary and as well as on the State’s high priority project list. The report notes that the project will 
lead to a sustainable, long lasting reduction in delay and congestion, improve safety and encourage a mode shift to transit and carpooling. 

21. Provide documentation that the expected benefits of the proposed project justify its costs,
recognizing that some costs and benefits can be difficult to quantify. Each application should 
include analysis utilizing Caltrans’ Life-Cycle Benefit-Cost Analysis Model 6.2. If another model 
is more applicable then describe why and provide the analysis based on the alternate model:
 The Cal B/C model was conducted using the benefits associated with the entire U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor, including the HOV lanes. A 20-year and 
40-year life-cycle benefit/cost analysis was conducted with all results indicating that the cost of construction and maintenance would be fully recouped 
through benefits provided to the traveling public, including freight operators. The analysis incorporated traffic volume assumptions that were used in the 
EIR and associated analysis, crash rates from TASAS, and 2016 Caltrans parameters such as vehicle emission rates, cost of crashes, cost of fuel, cost of 
CO2, statewide average hourly wages, and other similar factors.

For the 20-year life cycle analysis, Cal B/C produced a benefit/cost ratio of 1.5 for the first 20 years after construction of the HOV Project on U.S. 101. 
The completion of the U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor would yield a net present value (NPV) of $189 million in 2016 dollars. By year 10, the benefits 
would accumulate sufficiently to offset the capital construction costs and accrued operating and maintenance cost. The primary generator of benefits is 
expected to come from the travel time savings afforded to corridor motorists and transit riders totaling approximately $518 million in 20 years and an 
additional $60 million savings for freight operators. 

For the 40-year life cycle analysis, the provided Cal B/C model was augmented to project values beyond the typical 20 years to 40 years. This 
augmented model also includes costs for road rehabilitation for the entire U.S. 101 Multimodal Corridor which will enable the U.S. 101 to have an 
effective service life of 40 years. The augmented Cal B/C model produced a benefit/cost ratio of 1.8 for the first 40 years after construction. U.S. 101 
Multimodal Corridor completion would yield a NPV of $433 million in 2016 dollars. By year 13, the capital construction costs and accrued operating 
and maintenance costs would be paid back. Similar to the 20-year analysis, the primary generator of benefits is expected to come from the travel time 
savings afforded to corridor motorists and transit riders totaling approximately $875 million in 40 years, and an additional $89 million savings for 
freight operators.

22A. Provide a description and quantification of the local and corridor effects of the project on 
diesel particulate (PM 10 and PM 2.5), nitrogen oxides, greenhouse gases and other pollutant 
emissions using the Caltrans’ Life-Cycle Benefit-Cost Analysis Model 6.2, the SB 1 Intermodal 
Tool, or the SB 1 Other Projects Tool. 
No long-term air quality impacts are anticipated from the proposed project. If the project did not get constructed, the no-build alternative shows that air 
quality may deteriorate as traffic congestion worsens.

Once project construction is completed, a significant reduction in emissions is expected based upon the Cal B/C model results. This is primarily due 
to the anticipated improvement to travel time through the corridor. The highest emission reductions will be for CO2 and nitrogen oxides. The Cal B/C 
summary results for emissions reduction for a 20-year life cycle are shown in Table 9 in Question 13. 
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22B. If another model is more applicable the application should describe why and provide the 
analysis based on the alternate model in addition to one of the tools identified above: N/A

23. For rail investments acknowledge and describe how the private railroads, regional agencies
and appropriate state agencies will come to agreement on public and private investment levels 
and resulting benefits:
While rail improvements are not part of this funding request, rail improvements are occurring in this corridor as part of the multimodal strategy. For 
example, the Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo (LOSSAN) Rail Corridor Agency have an on-going dialogue to evaluate how regional and state 
agencies can partner with Union Pacific, the ROW owner north of Moorpark, to improve the rail infrastructure in Ventura, Santa Barbara, and San Luis 
Obispo counties. Agreements for investment are the result of negotiations for specific projects, for example, the agreement to extend the Seacliff 
rail siding in Ventura County, or agreements under consideration for negotiation to install power switches at the Leesdale siding (east of Oxnard) and 
other sections of the Union Pacific right of way. The resulting benefits for these projects are additional capacity for both passenger and freight, and/or 
improvements in efficiency and reliability for both passenger and freight service.

24. If necessary provide any additional project detail supporting the Guideline requirements:
Community Maps provided as background for Questions 17 & 18 in the Appendices.
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E. Appendices:
 
A. Project Programming Request (PPR) Forms

B. Benefit Cost Table

C. Letters of Support

D. Disadvantaged Communities (DAC) Maps 

E. TASAS Table B




